Horse harness diagram

Horse harness is a device that connects a horse to a vehicle or another type of load. There are
two main categories of horse harness: 1 the "breaststrap" or "breastcollar" design, and 2 the
collar and hames design. For light work, such as horse show competition where light carts are
used, a harness needs only a breastcollar. It can only be used for lighter hauling, since it places
the weight of the load on the sternum of the horse and the nearby windpipe. This is not the
heaviest skeletal area; also heavy loads can constrict the windpipe and reduce a horse's air
supply. By contrast, the collar and harness places the weight of the load onto the horse's
shoulders, and without any restriction on the air supply. For heavy hauling, the harness must
include a horse collar to allow the animal to use its full weight and strength. Harness
components designed for other animals such as the yoke used with oxen are not suitable for
horses and will not allow the horse to work efficiently. Putting harness on a horse is called
harnessing or harnessing up. Attaching the harness to the load is called putting to British Isles
or hitching North America. The order of putting on harness components varies by discipline,
but when a horse collar is used, it is usually put on first. Throughout the ancient world, the
'throat-and-girth' harness was used for harnessing horses that pulled carts ; this greatly limited
a horse's ability to exert itself as it was constantly choked at the neck. Parts of the harness
include: [6]. Show harnesses for light cart driving have a breastcollar instead of a horse collar
and are made with strong but refined-looking leather throughout, usually black and highly
polished. In draft horse showing and combined driving , horse collars are seen, but harness
leather is still highly polished and well-finished. Lighter weight but strong harness similar to
show harness, used for pulling passenger vehicles such as buggies or carts, or other lighter
loads. The traces attach either to the shafts of the vehicle or to the vehicle itself, and the
harness may have either a horse collar or a breastcollar. The racing harness, like the show
harness, is a breastcollar harness. Horses are hitched to a very lightweight two-wheeled cart,
called a sulky. Most race harnesses incorporate a standing martingale and an overcheck.
Horses may be raced in a "blind" bridle, which restricts the horse from seeing beside and
behind him to various degrees by use of blinkers horse tack , or may be raced with an "open"
bridle, one that does not have blinkers. Specialized equipment, called "hobbles" or "hopples"
are added to the harness of race horses who pace and sometimes to the harness of those who
trot in order to help them maintain their gait. Harness for pulling heavier vehicles always has a
horse collar. The traces are often made of chain and attach to loops on the shafts of the vehicle.
A chain attached to the shafts may be passed over the saddle to carry their weight. Similar to
cart harness but without breeching, used for dragged loads such as plows , harrows , canal
boats or logs. This style is also used on the leaders in a team of animals pulling a vehicle. The
traces attach to a whippletree behind the horse and this then pulls the load or in larger teams
may attach to further whippletrees. The New England D-Ring makes use of a metal D shaped
ring that allows for a ninety degree angle to be maintained at the junction of the front trace and
the hames regardless of the height of the implement being pulled. The Western harness does
not provide this flexibility but has other useful characteristics such as a strap that runs from the
britchen to the collar which stops the pull from riding up and hitting the horses in the face when
descending a steep incline. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Harness racing.
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in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed ,
times. A horse harness allows the horse to pull either a cart or carriages. After everything is
secured, hook the horse up to a cart or carriage. Once you understand each piece of the
harness and master the assembly process, you can easily harness your horse and get driving!
For tips on hitching the horse to a cart or carriage, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes
No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and
thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We

use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and
Warnings. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Use a collar if your horse is pulling a
heavy carriage. The collar is padded to help your horse pull heavy carts like passenger
carriages. After the collar is around the horse, twist it around to the correct position. The horse
pulls the cart by pushing its shoulder blades into the collar. Use a breast strap if you are driving
a lighter cart. The breast strap is a wide leather band that fits around the horse's chest. It is a
good idea for this to be padded if possible. Bring the breast strap in front of and around the
horse's chest. To hold the breast strap in place, attach the martingale to the girth and the neck
strap over the horse's withers. Most drivers connect the center of the neckstrap over withers to
the top of the belly band of the harness. The horse pulls the cart by pushing their chest into the
breast strap. Buckle the traces to the collar or breast strap on both sides of the horse. With
most light harnesses, the traces are made onto the breast strap itself. If not, on the collar or
breast strap, there is a leather strap and buckle used to attach the traces. Insert 1 end of the
traces and fasten it with the buckle, then attach the traces to the other side. They should be run
through the bellyband tie-downs and back toward the cart. They can be wrapped around the
shafts or most often run through leather shaft guides then fastened to the cart itself at special
hooks. Put the saddle on your horse so sits just behind the withers base of the neck above the
shoulders. Secure the saddle strap around the horse behind its front legs. Place the end with
the breeching around the back end of your horse. You can simply slide them apart across the
saddle area. Attached to the saddle are leather loops called tugs, which hold the shafts of your
cart in place. The breeching works as the brakes of the cart or carriage. Part 2 of On the saddle
are leather straps called the girth or the belly band. Feed the leather strap into the buckle, and
secure it so the girth is tight. You should be able to fit your fingers underneath the strap. The
girth stops the shafts from going backward if the cart or carriage gets unbalanced. Run the
traces behind the girth. Take the leather straps of the traces, and place each of them behind the
leather straps of the belly band. The bridle will easily fit over their head. Attach the curb chain to
the hook on both sides of the bit so the bridle stays put on their head. This helps control the
horse. Connected to the bit is a curb chain and 2 rings for the reins. Connect the reins to the
bridle and the saddle. After the bit and curb chain are in place, strap the reins to both of the
rings on the bit. You can use the lower loop for more control over the horse. Run the reins
through the rein tariffs on the harness and buckle up the ends. The rein tariffs keep the reins
straight and tangle-free. Check each strap to make sure it fits securely and comfortably. Inspect
each buckle and ring to ensure each strap is properly fastened. They should fit snugly around
the horse, and you should be able to fit your fingers underneath. Tighten or loosen the straps as
needed. Part 3 of Roll the cart towards the horse and push the shafts through both togs. The
horse should be familiar with the cart before you try hooking it up. The shafts are the ends of
the cart that attach to the harness of the horse. The togs are small leather loops in the straps of
the girth. Insert the end of the shaft into the loop of the tog on both the left and right side of the
horse. Attach the traces to the hooks on the swivel tree. The trace hook is a swirly hook at the
end of the swivel tree. Line up the hole in the leather strap of the traces with the pointed end of
the trace hooks, and push it around the hook until it reaches the base. Do this for both traces.
Buckle the breeching around the shaft to attach the cart or carriage. There are metal loops on
the shaft to secure the breeching. Loop the leather straps of the breeching around the shaft at
these metal hooks, and feed the leather strap through the loop a times before you buckle it.
Ensure the shaft is properly placed by checking the belly band. The girth or the belly band helps
hold the shafts in place. Lift up on the shafts to make sure they are properly placed inside the
togs and the belly band is securely holding the shafts. To make sure everything is properly
fastened and the horse is comfortable, check your harness after you let your horse walk a few
feet. It depends on the size of the horse. You should ask the store you bought the equipment
from to help you fit it to your horse. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 6. You can harness three horses
a-breast, sometimes call hitching a troika. The center horse is hitched into a pole and two
horses are hitched beside. Usually the side horses would be hitched with a "tie-back" to pull
their head back a bit so that they look out wards. A troika is a rare thing - most people have
never actually seen it done. In books where it's described it says that the horses will be driven
at different gaits most often the outside horses will be galloping or cantering and the center
horse will be trotting. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 6. There should be approximately 3 or 4 feet between
the horse's hooves and the carriage. The swingle tree height varies - if this is low, then it will
need to be back about 3 or 4 feet. If the swingle tree is located higher on the vehicle, then it can
safely be as close as 2 feet back from the horse's rear end. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 5. If the shafts
have a tug stop near the front end, which side of the tug stop should the tugs be on? Leroy
Stoltzfus. Tug stops belong behind the tugs; they are designed to hold the carriage back if you

go downhill. This is okay for the show ring or slight grades, but if you get on larger grades, you
will need holdback straps. If you're using tug stops, you can make sure they're working by
pushing the cart forward towards the horse, and you will be able to see when they start
"working. The breeching should tighten up when you push the cart forward. Not Helpful 2
Helpful 2. Lift up the flap of the saddle and underneath there are two buckles and a belt-like
piece behind the horse's front leg. Attach the belt to the two buckles of the girth and fasten it.
Tug upwards pretty hard; you won't hurt him, and you need to make sure the saddle won't slip
when you mount. Not Helpful 6 Helpful 3. Lacey Gilmour. Most every time you halter, bridle and
saddle from the left. Some horses don't mind the right, but it's a good habit to always do it from
the left. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1. A harnessed horse is usually referred to as broken, but there
isn't really an official term. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0. Allow your horse to get used to the saddle on
the ground. Gently put the saddle on their back and let them walk around with it on, unstrapped.
Do this a couple of times before enjoying your first ride on your new saddle. Not Helpful 0
Helpful 0. If you mean the strap that goes behind the legs it's called the breeching. If you mean
the looping strap around the tail that leads forward on the back to buckle into front then it's
called the crupper. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 1. Ask your harness maker, as they can help to
customize the harness to be the correct size that you will need to properly fit your horse. Not
Helpful 2 Helpful 0. Unanswered Questions. Include your email address to get a message when
this question is answered. Make sure all your pieces are untangled before you attempt to
harness your horse. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Take your time as you learn how to harness a
horse. It will take a bit of practice to get the trick of it and to adjust the straps for your particular
horse. Tie up your horse before you attempt to harness it for the first time. Helpful 1 Not Helpful
1. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References 2. About This Article. Co-authored by:.
Co-authors: Updated: March 29, Nederlands: Een paard optuigen. Deutsch: Ein Pferd vor die
Kutsche spannen. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Did this
article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our
cookie policy. Chris Garrett Mar 18, Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to
receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Always wondered how to read
palms? Learn in 1 day! Take the Course. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do
this! This style of harness is illustrated in the diagrams on the opposite page. The simplest
harness is one with just the Control and Draft Components. Where there is an exceptional
teamster or an exceptional equine, the equine can be worked loose-headed, without bridle and
lines, maybe with just a lead rope tied up to the hames. Skidding logs is an example of a job that
is occasionally performed loose-headed. Equines pulling ore carts in mines were also
sometimes worked loose-headed. All that is really needed is a collar, hames and tugs. I have a
picture of my grandpa taken about Bridles, lines, collars, hames and tugs was all he had. No
belly bands, back pads or britching. No dropper from neck yoke to the lead chain. He had to
cross several coulees to go get groceries 80 miles away. He did have brakes on his wagon. It
certainly can and has been done but there are potential safety issues. The Field-style, or plow
harness, also does not include the Stopping and Backing Component. Yet it differs significantly
from the harness in the oat drilling photo and from the half-harness that Doc describes. What
are the functional differences? The most obvious difference is the Support Component for the
traces over the hips of the horse, which includes back straps, rump pad, hip pads, trace
carriers, and crupper. What function do these additional pieces of harness serve? A
disadvantage of trace carriers is that if they are adjusted too short, they can distort the angle of
draft , which interferes with the efficient transfer of power from the horse to moving the load.
The same problem can occur with a lazy strap on any style of harness that has them if they are
adjusted too short. The photo of the single horse skidding a tire illustrates this problem. You
can see that the trace is deflected upward where it passes through the lazy strap. To correct the
problem, the lazy strap needs to be lengthened so that the line of the trace from hame to load is
a continuous straight line, not broken as it is in the photo. Many horses will pull light loads in
such cases but become balky with heavier loads. They typically end up being too short, as in
the photo, so the horse feels a pull down on the hips. If the chain between the single tree and
the tire was lengthened enough, the trace could theoretically be straightened out the singletree
would be lifted into the air in draft , making the line of draft straight, but for draft advantage and
maneuverability we want the load we are skidding close to the horse. Though not all plow
harnesses have a pole strap, the plow harness in the illustration does have one; it acts as a
choke strap, buckling around the bottom of the collar and with a loop at the other end to allow
the belly band to pass through it. It acts to prevent the collar from being pulled up. The
breeching is part of the Stopping and Backing Component, which also includes quarter straps.
In the case of a team harness of this style, the Stopping and Backing Component also includes

the breast strap and pole strap. The red arrows in the drawing of the Box Breeching or Western
Style Harness indicate the forces exerted during stopping. For backing, the red arrows in the
drawing would be reversed. From a standing position, if a team of horses on a tongue is asked
to back, they push into the breeching band, which pulls on the quarter straps, which pulls back
on the pole strap, which pulls on the breast strap which pulls on the neck yoke attached to the
tongue. In the case of a single horse in shafts, the backward pressure on the breeching band
pulls back on the two hold back straps which are attached to each of the shafts of the load.
Looking back at the plow harness and the harness in the photo at the beginning of the article,
you can see that indeed they do not have a fully functioning Stopping and Backing Component
because they lack the breeching and associated Support Components. The pole strap hooked
to the neck yoke and belly band is expected to serve the function of a stopping and backing
system. Even some plows that have wheels and are used in hilly country must be operated
skillfully if harness without breeching is used; teamsters must be prepared to drop the plow in
the ground to slow it down for instance. Where the chain meets the trace, there is a hook on the
trace to accept the butt chain. Doc shares how helpful he finds this sort of harness in logging
applications. To hitch the horses to the singletrees, the ends of the butt chains are hooked to
the hooks on the end of the traces. When hitching to a load for maximum draft advantage and
lift , I shorten the butt chains by simply pulling the butt chain rings forward and hooking them
onto the trace hooks. This quickly and easily doubles and shortens the butt chains by half for
pulling the load. No counting links or extra chain dangling or dragging. I simply pull the rings
off the trace hooks at knee height, and the chains lengthen as the horses walk away. Leaving
the trace chains elsewhere makes the harness lighter. Say you had a combine hitch with as
many as 33 horses on it. All the chains could be left on the singletrees. You could get
everything set the way you liked it, then when you unhitch at end of the day, you unhook the
chains from the trace, and leave them with the singletree. I just pull the chains off the trace
hooks and drop them. In addition, when this type of harness is hung up for storage, the traces
hang straight as opposed to with a long tug harness, the traces tend to bend in storage,
especially if hung on a single hook. A disadvantage of this type of harness is that if horses are
moved between several pieces of equipment, it can be easy to lose track of the butt chains or
lose them. Having multiple chains, one set for each piece of equipment, is one possible solution
to the problem. What is unusual about the way the righthand horse is harnessed? It appears
that the quarter strap on the horse is hooked up to the backpad instead of down to the pole
strap where it would normally be as part of the Stopping and Backing Component. Could it be
that someone forgot to fasten this strap when they were harnessing? Since the ground appears
to be extremely level, perhaps the teamster felt that the weight of the wagon and the roughness
of the ground were sufficient slowing and stopping forces. The red arrows in the harness
diagram above illustrate the force of a slowing wagon on the harness via the tongue. The above
shows a team hooked to a lead and a trail wagon. These wagons represent a pretty heavy load.
The teamster may be compensating for the lack of Stopping and Backing Component in his
harness by the levelness of the ground, feeling he can ease the wagons to a stop. He must also
not need backing power. I'd say I've pulled the wagon more with the plow gear than I have with
the wagon harness. I don't like adjustments and I don't like heavy either. I use my plow harness
for everything except going to town in the buggy or wagon. Chuck the gear on and go. I once
heard Neil Dimmock say that brakes cause more problems than they solve because they make
people think they can stop their horses if they run away. Brakes are meant to help hold back
vehicles and equipment, not stop horses. On my harness, the Stopping and Backing
Component can be quickly and easily removed by simply unsnapping the hip straps from the
hip pads and unbuckling the collar straps to detach the pole straps. The photo above shows a
three-abreast on a cultivator. However, on the near horse the harness has a feature that is not
common on this style of harness. There is a hip drop with a lead line snapped from there to a
hame ring. What function might this feature serve? In many towns during the horse era, there
were laws requiring that horses that were driven into town must be able to be tied at a hitching
rail. Harness makers provided the optional hip drop on harness for tying up a lead line to
facilitate compliance with such laws. You may also notice that this harness is fancier than it
needs to be for farming. Perhaps the farmer always wanted his horses to look nice when
working, or perhaps he was a breeder and needed his breeding stock to be shown at their best.
The function of the back straps is to keep the collar from falling forward when the horse puts its
head down. Perhaps there is a strap not visible here from the top of the collar to the rump pad
that serves this function. On single back strap style harness, you need a crupper to stabilize the
hip plate. I would guess that these horses were most likely wearing cruppers. A variation on the
Stopping and Backing Component of the western style harness is called Yankee or Hip
Breeching sometimes also called Mormon harness. This provides better traction than the

box-type brichen, which tends to push the horse forward. There is a crupper to which the
Yankee Breeching is attached to keep the breeching in place just above the tail head. When the
horses slow, the momentum of the load pushes the tongue and attached neck yoke forward
which pulls the breast strap and the pole strap forward, which pulls down and forward on the
quarter straps, which pulls down and forward on the breeching, against which the horse
pushes. Rural Heritage Front Porch visitors make these comments about Yankee or hip
breeching harness:. Similar to concerns about defecation on breeching, Doc bought Yankee
breeching to replace the box breeching on one set of his harness because of issues with
urination. Not so with Yankee breeching. The final decision to invest in the Yankee breeching
was out of consideration for Misty. It is also popular for bobsleds because the downward
pressure on the hips provides better traction for horses holding back loads on snow and ice. I
even had a man tell me that an old timer told him that a horse could back as much with a
Yankee breeching as he could pull, not so with a box breeching. This was because after being
on a buck rake for a long time, when you ran a tooth in the ground, the horses had a tendency
to fly back and break breeching, especially when it had some age on it. Also, if one system
failed the other would maintain function. In the Y-Back harness, when the horse lowers its head,
the breeching stays in place. This harness was commonly used in the large grain-harvesting
hitches of Oregon and Washington where hitches of 33 mules, horses or combinations of both
were common. These hitches typically had five tiers of six abreast with three abreast in the lead.
The logistics of feeding and watering the equines during the work day were significant. Often
the horses or mules were left hitched together in their rows for feeding and watering, so it was
important for the efficiency of the work that their harnesses stay in place. When working, horses
tend to sweat first under the backpad. The Y-back harness is often preferred in hot, sunny
locations because it lacks a backpad. The absence of the backpad also reduces the weight of
the harness by a small amount. The Sidebacker is also known as the Boston Backer Harness.
The breeching is connected straight forward to a jockey yoke that then connects to the neck
yoke. Note how the breeching and hip straps are the same here as they are in the Box
Breeching harness. The difference is between the breeching ring and the neck yoke connection.
Rather than the breeching connecting to a pole strap with quarter straps, we instead have side
straps. Jack straps suspend a jockey yoke also called twin yoke or double yoke from the
hames, replacing the breast strap as the system that holds the neck yoke and tongue up. When
my back was real bad, it was a lot easier to harness with this harness. The only thing I had to
bend over to do was buckle the belly band, not quarter straps one on each side. One feature of
the Sidebacker harness shown in the drawing above is a ring on the belly band billet through
which the side strap passes. This ring serves two functions. First, it holds the side strap up in
place. Second, it acts to prevent significant upward motion of the tongue above the belly band
billet. If a horse in the pole team fell down, it would tend to be pulled along rather than spill out
of the harness and get run over by the sled. There was a basket of straps down the sides, under
the belly, and between their front legs to drag them along until the sled stopped. My dump rake
on a rough field. The first morning the rake tongue was hitting the horses in the front legs, so I
took the foam pad that I was sleeping on and wrapped it around the tongue. That night I went
home and got quarter straps, breast straps, and pole strap and converted back to a bellybacker
style. There was no problem whatsoever then. It is designed to keep the angle of the trace at the
collar fixed at the ideal angle of 90 degrees while the position of the trace attached to the load
can change. The intent is to maximize the transfer of power from the horse to moving the load.
Some D-ring harnesses have more range of motion than others, depending on the room on the
ring for the leather to slide. In addition, this harness is intended to transfer the weight of the
tongue to the backpad rather than having it pull down on the collar as it does with the other
harness designs. This feature is accomplished by adjusting the traces and neck yoke so that
the tongue is suspended rather than a dead weight attached at only the neck yoke, as in the Box
Breeching harness. Disadvantages often cited about this harness include that it is heavy, and it
is hotter for the horses in warm weather. It also requires very specific adjustments to work
correctly. A harness catalog shows a New England Harness shown in drawing at left. The
version lacks a backpad. What is the implication of this harness not having a backpad? The
function of the backpad in modern-day New England harness is to accept the weight of the pole.
A trace pulling at a more upward angle than ideal behind the ring can apply force upward on the
belly band, and a trace pulling at a more downward angle less common can pull down on the
backpad. Either of these can cause discomfort for the horse and, therefore, can potentially
create safety issues. An important purpose of the belly band on any harness is to maintain a 90
degree angle of draft on the collar if the traces pull up too high. A straight line of draft from
hames all the way to the hitch point, and the proper 90 degree angle of draft off of the hame, is
always preferable. As with the New England harness, Norwegian harness incorporates a

different Draft Component, and it also has a different Stopping and Backing Component as well
as a different Support Component. Like the New England harness, Norwegian harness is
designed to keep the angle of the trace at the collar fixed at the ideal of 90 degrees. Unlike the
New England harness, the trace in the Norwegian harness ends at the ring, and all loads are
attached there, either via traces for skidding or via shafts teams are worked in a double shaft
set-up. Also unlike all the harnesses previously discussed, the Norwegian harness features an
integrated collar and hames with adjustments top and bottom to accommodate changes in the
shape of the neck over the course of the seasons. The Support Component differs in the
backpad. Because the backpad is intended to take significant strain from the load, it is a bow
with two separate pads on either side of the backbone behind the withers. With the exception of
the Norwegian Harness, the various harness types mentioned above are those commonly in use
today. They are depicted in books about draft horses and included in harness catalogs.
However, there are several harness types that do not show up in these places because the jobs
they helped accomplish no longer exist. Special harnesses, for instance, were used for
stagecoaches, for hauling freight and for express deliveries, activities that are no longer
provided with horsepower except in re-enactment circumstances. How did these harnesses
differ in the various Components? Most of the behavior problems we see with horses are
caused by some sort of physical discomfort. They provide bad examples for folks who may not
know better. I feel those of us with some depth of understanding have a responsibility to share
what we have been fortunate to learn and experience to the benefit of our fellow teamsters and
for the welfare of the animals. Home Magazine Rural Heritage Magazine mischka. Change of
Address. Our Bookstore mischka. Buying and Selling Tips. Harness and Tack About Rural
Heritage. Draft Dictionary. Drilling oats in cotton stalks. What's wrong with this harness? What
is wrong with the harness in the photo above? We can think of harness as having four distinct
components:. Components of Harness: Control is highlighted in yellow; Draft is highlighted in
green; Stopping and Backing is highlighted in red, and Support is highlighted in blue. In the
photo on the opposite page, for instance, the harness does not have a Stopping and Backing
Component, and the Support Component is very simple: just the backpad for holding the traces
up. Field or Plow Harness â€” How does this harness differ from the one in the photo on the
opposite page? Courtesy Samson Harness Shop, Inc. The red arrows indicate stopping forces
you can reverse the arrows to reveal backing forces. Butt Chain or Short-Trace harness.
Parcticularly, what is strange about how the off-horse right hand is harnessed? JC Allen photo.
Western or Box Breeching with quarter strap attached to backpad instead of pole strap. Red
arrows show force of slowing wagon on harness and horse. Two wagon loads of cotton begin
their journey to the gin. What is unusual about how this harness is being used? Cultivating
Corn. Breeching adjusted just right. Photo courtesy Doc Hammill. Planting corn in a dusty field.
How does the adjustment of the breeching on these horses look to you? This harness has a
different Stopping and Backing Component. The red arrows show the forces when the horses
are asked to slow or stop a load. I like it because there is less movement closer to the joint so
there is less chance for chafing. The line from the croup to the neck yoke passes through the
center of gravity of the animal, and there is a little less leather involved. They seem to be lighter
and you don't have any straps under their butt to get pooped on. Also, when stopping or
backing, it pulls down on their rear end instead of pushing on the back of their legs. It is lighter
and cooler, but we use it because mules seem to be able to back a heavy load and hold better.
Works well in Tennessee hills. And yes, it does eliminate manure on the britchen although it
does require a crupper, so that needs to be kept clean. Sidebacker Harness. The red arrows
indicate the forces when slowing or stopping a load. I was using harness with the quarter straps
and pole strap. One day while hooking up to a stiff tongue wagon one of my mules got his hind
leg caught in a quarter strap while stepping across the tongue. I live in the mountans. Use them
a lot for holding back. Sometimes the pole strap would gall the inside of their front legs.
Sidebackers don't do that. Buckrake, header, or push binder is about the only place you need a
Sidebacker style. If you have a tongue, the belly backer is all you need. I think it comes down to
what you are used to. They still used the pole straps and martingales hooked into the belly band
to hold the neck yoke at the right height. The jockey yokes sat behind the neck yoke instead of
on top of it and were only responsible for holding back the load and not holding up the pole. I'm
assuming this was to stop the pole from lifting. In my opinion, this is getting the best of the both
worlds. New England D-Ring Harness. The red lines show the forces when slowing or stopping.
The green line shows how the trace can move up and down without changing the angle of draft
at the collar. I agree â€¦ that they really do make a difference at the end of a long day in the field
or woods. My Suffolks work on many different kinds of equipment and the point of draft can
change without adjusting the harness. Working a heavy load in the hills of Vermont, a D-ring
with jockey yokes keeps the horse square with the pole when being pushed down a steep hill

â€¦. To be set up right it needs to be tight from the jockey yoke to the evener to have the pole
weight on the back pad. How would you rate the breeching adjustment in the harness drawings
in this article? When the angle differs from 90 degrees, there is also the potential for draft
activity to damage the shoulder. Paul, MN, , p. This article appeared in the mischka. Designed by
sbatemandesign. The Empathy MK3 Contour Breastplate is a careful blend of ancient and
proven harness systems, with lightweight materials that combine strength, wit As supplied with
ZGB and Elite breastplates, these rein drops fit a 25mm 1" neck strap. They may be moved to
the desired height on the neck stra Stainless steel hardware. Biothane Shaft Loop Set - Plain.
The Brake Strap shown in blue on the diagram is designed to help support and balance the
breastplate. Measuring 25mm 1" wide, this model is su Where Single Harness is used,
Breeching straps are the means of connecting the breeching to the vehicle to allow braking.
These breeching straps a These 25m 1" breeching straps are suited for use wit These 25mm 1"
wide breeching straps are made for use w These multi-adjustable elastic straps are fitted to the
rein ring on the wheeler breastplate's neck strap, back to the dees located on the Tandem L The
8. The False Belly Band feeds through the keepers of the girth and buckles onto the tug straps
on a single harness or the Breastplate to Saddle fitt False Martingales are designed to keep the
breastplate in place. It is fitted by attaching the stainless steel clip to the small dee at the center
This is a soft, padded girth, designed for the comfort of the horse. It features 25mm 1" stainless
steel buckles and is made to suit Classic Harn These straps are designed to buckle into each
end of the girth. They are used where a little bit more length is required. These 25mm 1" straps
are made to suit Classic harness saddles. The Classic Wither strap shown in red on the diagram
, is padded and features fixed rein rings. It suits Classic Breastplates. For wither straps
Breeching is essentially part of the braking system for the harness. It is fitted around the rear
end of the horse. As the horse slows, it uses the Empire Theme by Pixel Union. Powered by
Shopify. Meader Supply Corp. View cart. Home Harness Parts Harness Parts. Show 24 36 48
View as. View full details. Quick look. Choose options. Adjustable Line Drop. Add to cart. Back
Band Only. Replacement backband to suit Classic Sliding Backband Saddles. Biothan Britchen
Body. Biothane Back Pad. Biothane Billets. For belly band. Biothane Bit Strap. Biothane Breast
Strap Horse. Stainless Steel. Biothane Breast Straps Draft. Biothane Britchen To Britchen Strap.
Biothane Choke Strap. Biothane Crupper. Biothane Crupper Horse. Biothane Hame Strap.
Biothane Hip Drop. Biothane Hold Back Straps. Biothane Kicking Straps. Biothane Line
Spreaders. Biothane Market Strap. Biothane Overcheck Rein. Biothane Rear Check Strap.
Stainless Steel Hardware. Biothane Shaft Loop Set. Biothane Side Check Rein. Biothane
Sidebacker - Rear. Biothane Sidebackers - Front. Biothane Stub Tugs. Biothane Throat Latches.
Biothane Tie Strap. Brake Strap. Chrome breast chain For use as breast chain on harnesses.
Sold out. Breastplate To Saddle Fitting. Breeching Sraps For Single Harness. Bungee Tandem
Trace Carries. Classic 4-Up Saddle. Classic Breastplate. Classic False Belly Band. Classic False
Martingale. Classic Girth. Classic Girth Extenders. Classic Saddle Connecting Straps. Classic
Sliding Backband Saddle. Classic Tandem Saddle. Classic Wither Strap. Complete Classic
Breaching. Don't miss out Signup to receive special sale and event information. Email address.
Sign Up. Added to your cart:. Product has been added to your wishlist. You can view your
wishlist by creating or login account. Please create account through " " email. Login Register.
Every harness shop seems to have a slightly different chart but the measurements are really the
same. I hope these help. The letters on the illustration indicate the measurement as described
below. Below is a video that explains how to measure for a harness. We ask that you take the
time to watch this video before you head out to measure your equine. Once you place your
harness order, Mindy Schroder will be calling or emailing you to discuss your measurements.
To choose your size, please refer to these guidelines. We think Mini Donkey and Mules are
special, and we spent nearly two years perfecting a harness just for them. When choosing your
size; if your poll measurement is pretty close or a little smaller than the one shown on the chart
then choose your halter based on that measurement. If the nose band is going to be a little on
the small side, choose the adjustable chin option and that will give you a little more room
around the nose! Each halter product will show which sizes are available for that particular
halter in the long description scroll down to view. Here is a chart of ALL of the sizes we carry
with measurements. Every halter we have available will be sized according to this chart. This
will help us, help you, ensure the proper fit. This is measured at the widest part of the foot.
Remember me Log in. Lost your password? MEasure Twice, Order once. What to Measure.
Measuring For A Harness. Names of the Harness Parts. Harness Size Chart. Measuring for a
Halter. Measuring for a Blanket. Search for:. The apron is made to fasten around the waist, is cut
long enough to almost reach the feet, and is wide enough to tuck in well when seated. In
summer it may be a cotton or linen material. In the winter, a heavier material, such as wool,
adds warmth. The backstrap connects the crupper to a Dee on the back of the saddle. It usually

has a slot for a hip strap and can be adjusted for best placement of the hip strap and the
crupper. The crupper may be either buckled, or sewn solid into the backstrap. Also see Crupper.
See Saddle. The bellyband may be either a short strap, ending with a buckle on each end, or it
may have a buckle and long billet on each end. The short bellyband is buckled to shaft tugs
having a billet as part of the tug. The billets of the longer bellyband are used with open tugs and
are wrapped around the shafts before being buckled back into themselves. This bellyband is
also referred to as shaft wraps, wrap straps, and tie downs. There is considerable confusion of
this term. Besides confusion between the short and shaft wrap style of bellyband, some
references list a bellyband to be synonymous with the girth. This is particularly easy to
understand since most bellybands are loosely fixed to the girth with one or two keepers. For
better clarity, I suggest using girth with a bellyband to identify the shorter bellyband and girth
with shaft wraps to identify the version with long billets. A billet seems to be the term given to
the strap end or point, punched with holds, which is fastened into a buckle. Breast Plate is used
by some to describe a breast collar. It is also used to describe a false martingale. I would totally
avoid the used of this term to avoid this confusion. Also see False Martingale and Collars. The
breeching is a wide strap that passes around the hindquarters of a horse in harness. It is part of
the apparatus that allows the horse to stop or reverse an attached vehicle. The breeching is
held in position by a hip or loin strap, running over the rump. The breeching should hang nearly
horizontal, resting about where the rump begins to curve into the leg. If too high, it tends to ride
up towards the tail. If too low, it inhibits freedom of leg motion. The breeching should be
adjusted such that there is room for about four fingers the width of a hand to pass between the
rear of the horse and the breeching, when the horse is in draft. Breeching straps are passed
through the breeching Dee before they are wrapped around the shafts. Breeching straps are
straps that run from the ring on the breeching to the shafts. They are used to stop forward
motion of a carriage when the horse stops, thus, also commonly called holdback straps.
Breeching or holdback straps also cause a carriage to reverse direction when a horse backs up.
I have seen the term quarter strap confusingly used synonymously for both a hip strap and the
breeching strap. I prefer to reserve the use of this term for a strap similar to a breeching strap
that connects the ring of the breeching to a ring on the end of the choke strap of a neck yoke
style pair harness. This strap passes under the rear quarter of the belly of the animal and
usually includes a snap and Conway buckle for attachment and adjustment, respectively. A
choke strap is defined, like a false martingale, as a strap that runs between the front legs of the
horse, from the bellyband to the collar. However, I think it is used more frequently to describe a
similar strap on a draft horse harness. On the draft harness, this strap is usually terminated with
a snap that is used to connect to a neck yoke, and indirectly, to the collar. Pressure of the horse
against the collar is transmitted into forward motion of a vehicle or some other object. Collars
may be one of two general forms: a neck collar or breast collar. A neck collar may also be
referred to as a round, or full collar. Neck collars have a groove that accommodates hames, to
which the traces are attached. A neck collar is usually used for formal vehicles and for vehicles
having a heavy draft. The traces are fastened directly either buckled or sewn to breast collars. A
breast collar is not suitable for pulling heavy loads because the weight of the vehicle is
localized rather than distributed over the whole of the shoulder area. Breast collars are more
appropriately used with informal vehicles, having a light draft, such as two wheeled carts. A
singletree must be used with a breast collar. Shoulder soreness is likely to occur from normal
shoulder motion against a breast collar if solid trace attachments are permitted. Come and Get
are verbal cues that may be used to assist a driving horse in turning. Come would signal a right
turn and Get would be used to turn left. Initially, most people find it difficult to remember which
command is used for which direction. In this case, think Come, turn right towards me, and Get,
left, get away from me. Also see Gee â€” Haw. A coupling rein is the shorter of a pair-horse
driving rein. It runs from the inside bit of one horse to the draft rein of the opposite horse. The
two reins connect over the hindquarters of the horse with an adjustable buckle. Two dictionary
references also describe a checkrein to match the definition of a coupling rein. However, I
would reserve use of the term checkrein to be synonymous with bearing rein to reduce
confusion of terms. Also see Checkrein under Bridle. A crupper is the harness piece that
secures the saddle from the rear. There is some confusion in the use of this term. However,
there is also considerable use of crupper being used to refer to the complete assembly
consisting of the backstrap and the tailpiece, and maybe even including the hip strap. Since
each part of this assembly is individually and adequately named, I suggest we continue to use
crupper to refer to the padded tailpiece. A doubletree is a bar used to harness two horses to a
carriage or other vehicle. In the case of a carriage, the double tree is usually fastened to the
pole with a center pivot. Singletrees are fastened to each end of the doubletree, again with a
pivot connection. The traces of each horse are then hooked to one of the singletrees. The pivot

connections allow for a balancing, or evening, of the pull of each horse. Also see Whiffletree. A
draft rein is the longer of the pair-horse driving reins. It runs straight from the hand to the
outside bit of the appropriate horse. Left rein to left horse and right rein to right horse. Also see
Coupling Rein. A false martingale is a strap that runs between the front legs of the horse, from
the girth to the collar. Gee and Haw are verbal cues that may be used to assist an equine in
turning. Gee would signal a right turn and Haw would be used to turn left. There is no really
easy way to remember which term represent right and which represents left. However simple
associations might help some. Then think of the shorter words going together and the longer
words belonging together. It is now easier to remember that Ha Haw is left and Gee is right! Gee
and Haw might be more frequently used among draft horse people while Come and Get are
more likely to be used with carriage horses. Also see Come â€” Get. A girth is a band or strap
placed around the belly of a horse for securing a saddle, etc. Although gloves are a required
accessory in the show ring, many experts feel they are a daily necessity. They must be russet
natural or brown in color to prevent dyes of any other color from staining the hands. They
should be well fitting, and of a soft, pliable leather such as deer or goat skin. Size is important,
but somewhat of a personal determination. Some claim gloves should initially be a size large
than normal. Although they must transmit a good feel of the reins, if too tight, gloves can be
restrictive and hinder the desired hand control and feel. The hip strap is a strap that is used to
support the breeching. It goes over the hips of the horse, passing through a loop in the
backstrap before buckling into the breeching on each side of the horse. Each end of the hip
strap is usually split into two billets. I would avoid the use of quarter strap in reference to this
harness part to reduce confusion. Also see quarter straps as mentioned under breeching
straps. See Breeching Straps. Hames are curved steel arms that are fitted into a groove on a
neck collar. They are held together, at the top and bottom, by leather straps hame straps or
some other such fixtures kidney links, etc. Either fixed or flexible terrets are usually included
near the top of each hame to guide the reins. The traces are indirectly connected to an eye
towards the lower end of the hames. Hames straps are leather straps that connect the hames
together at the top and bottom. In some more formal turnouts, metal fasteners kidney links are
used at the bottom of the hames, in place of a hame strap. Lazy straps are leather straps that
connect to the rings in the end of the breeching. They are used to support the traces, usually of
a pair harness. A martingale is a strap that runs between the front legs of the horse, from the
bellyband to the bridle. It is used to keep the horse from throwing his head up, or possibly from
carrying it too high. However, most pleasure driving people feel that the martingale is no
substitute for proper training, and should be dispensed with as soon as possible. Also see
False Martingale. The neck strap is the support for a breast collar. It goes over the neck,
attaching to the breast collar with buckles usually two per side for adjustment. The neck strap
usually includes either fixed or flexible rein turrets to guide the reins to the bit. A neck yoke is a
bar usually wooden fastened to the collars of a pair of horses. It has a wide leather collar or ring
fixed around its center to support the pole of the vehicle to which they are harnessed. A tapered
metal fitting tongue on the end of the pole is inserted into the neck yoke collar. It is through this
neck yoke connection that the vehicle is steered, stopped, and reversed. Neck yoke straps are
strong leather straps that connect the ends of a neck yoke to the collar of each horse in a pair.
A pole is usually a wood member that runs between a pair of horses, from the front axle of a
carriage to the head of the horses. The pole is attached to the front of the horses and serves as
a lever to steer and stop the vehicle. Although tongue is sometimes used to refer to the
complete pole, it might be better used to refer to the tapered metal fitting on the end of a pole
also pole end cap that is inserted into a neck yoke. Also see Neck Yoke and Pole Crab. The pole
will have been fitted with a pole crab. A pole crab may refer to different metal ends used to
fasten horses to the pole. Some accept pole pieces leather straps and some are made for pole
chains. A pole strap is a leather strap used to connect a horse, in double harness, to the front
end of a pole. Reins are straps fastened to a bit and are used to direct and control a horse.
Reins are sometimes used synonymously with lines. However it has been my experience that
lines and ribbons are often used by people having a stronger draft horse background. Driving
reins for both black and brown harness or at least the hand pieces of the driving reins are made
of brown or russet natural leather. Brown reins are used in preference to black reins to prevent
the black dye from staining the hands, gloves, and clothing. A buckle for coupling the hand
piece ends together is usually included on one of the reins. A loop of leather is sewn to this
buckle and is hooked over the little finger of the left hand to keep the reins off the floor of the
vehicle. The size of the coupling buckle should be small enough that the associated billet is
weak and will easily break if stressed. In case of an accident, it is preferred that the reins come
uncoupled rather than see something, or someone, be dragged. It acts as the central harness
anchor, having a checkrein hook at the front, a backstrap Dee at the rear, and includes rein

terrets. Most saddles made today generally include some patent leather. One of the main
functions of a saddle is to support the shafts in a single harness. Many references mention a
back band for carrying the shaft tugs. It appears as a second set of billets, slightly higher than
the girth billets. The shaft tugs are buckled to each of this second set of billets. A Singletree is a
pivoting wooden bar on a vehicle to which the traces are attached. The singletree transmits the
pull of the horse and harness to the vehicle. It allows the harness to have more mobility at the
shoulders of the horse than does a solid trace attachment. It must be use with a breast collar to
prevent shoulders soreness. Shafts are the two, shaped, traditionally wooden pieces that
extend from the front of a carriage. The horse is harnessed between them, providing steering
and forward motion to the vehicle, usually through a single tree mounted on a crossbar between
the shafts. In addition, shafts stop the vehicle, and transmit the reverse motion when backing
up. On a two wheeler, shafts also provide balance for the vehicle. The use of fills, rather than
shafts, appears to be a misnomer, or at best, an upstate New York colloquialism. It may have
originated from a mispronunciation of thills? I would avoid the use of fills and the confusion it
might cause elsewhere. Shaft stops are metal fittings, placed on the shafts at the location of the
shaft tugs. They give the shaft tugs a solid surface to rest or push against and are used to
prevent the tugs from freely sliding back on the shafts. They are used in conjunction with shaft
wraps and are a necessity to create the braking force if breeching is not used. Shaft wraps refer
to a bellyband having a buckle and long billet on each end. They pass under the belly of the
horse and are wrapped around each shaft when open tugs are used. Shaft wraps are used to
prevent the shaft from rising when a horse is working against the breeching, or in the case of a
two wheeler, going up hill, or improperly balanced, etc. Shaft wraps can also be used to help
secure the location of the tugs to the shaft, especially when no breeching is being used. Shaft
wraps are usually loosely held to a girth with either one or two keepers. Also see Bellyband and
Shaft Stops. A spares kit is a recommended assembly of spare parts and tools that may be
carried on a horse drawn vehicle to assist with a break down or accident. They are usually
contained in some form of rolled carrier or other containment. It is either sewn or buckled into
the back trap. It is frequently referred to as the crupper. A team is usually considered to be two
or more animals working together, especially pulling a vehicle or agricultural equipment.
However, the Pennsylvania Amish consider their single horse and carriage to be a team! Terrets
are metal rings attached to the harness saddle, hames, or neck strap. They serve as rein guides.
Some may be flexible and others may be solid or fixed. Traces are straps connecting a breast
collar, or hames on a neck collar, to some device, usually the singletree on a vehicle. They
transmit the push of the animal against the collar into a pulling of the vehicle. In leather
harnesses, traces may vary from one to several pieces of leather sewn together. In some cases,
a layer of synthetic material may be included in the sandwich. Traces in some draft harness are
simply chains, covered to protect the animal from chaffing. Leather traces are usually buckled
into the breast collar or the hames indirectly through hame tugs where they can be adjusted for
length. If the trace is permanently fixed to the collar or hames, adjustment is made at the
singletree by selecting one of usually three slots made in the trace ends. This method of
adjustment is not as elegant looking as with buckle-in traces. Trace carrier is a term used to
describe a loose strap that goes around a shaft, about half way between the shaft tug and the
singletree. The trace passes through this strap to reduce excessive movement during use.
Strictly speaking, a tug is a short leather strap or loop used for hard pulling. There are many
tugs in a horse harness. Most notably is the shaft tug or shaft loop. A shaft tug is a buckle fitted
loop that is attached to the saddle to support the shafts of a single horse drawn vehicle. Open
tugs are used with most two wheeled vehicles. Equally popular, but slight contradictory, is the
use of shaft wraps. They are use to prevent the shafts from floating, and rising when a horse is
going up hill, working against the breeching, etc. French or Tilbury tugs are other types of shaft
tugs that might be used on more formal 4-wheeled vehicles. They hold the shafts securely,
without additional wrapping. Turnout is the term used to describe the complete horse drawn
assembly. Open tug and billet with Bellyband. The whip is normally held at its balance point in
the right hand, pointing forward and to the left some say towards the left ear of your horse. The
whip is positioned about 45o above the horizontal and about 45o to the left from, the body of the
horse. Some allow their whip to gradually drift to a position parallel to their body perpendicular
to the horse. This practice is frowned upon as it rudely dangles the lash of the whip in the faces
of passengers, pedestrians, or other passers-by. A whip socket is either a wooden or metal
fixture, usually mounted on the dash of a vehicle, for holding a whip. Open tug with Shaft Wrap.
Whoa is the term normally used to command an animal to stop motion either forward or
backward. It should be used consistently and exclusively for that purpose and should be given
in an unmistakably firm tone of voice, definitely different from that voice used to calm or sooth
an animal. Whoa should not be used to stop fidgeting â€” to get the animal to settle down. You

probably want to be using a different command! A hoe is the tool used to cultivate your garden.
The Liverpool bit is one of the most traditional curbed driving bits. It, or one of its variations, is
adequate for most applications. Reins may be attached to a Liverpool in one of several up to 5
positions, giving a successively greater degree of leverage on the curb. Most Liverpool bits also
have a smooth and rough side to the bit. Rotating the bit to the rough side can provide
additional control. However, it has been said that if a horse must be used with one of the more
severe curb positions, he has not been properly trained! Liverpool bits may come with either a
fixed cheek or a swivel cheek. It is the feeling of some that a swivel cheek bit allows for
potential pinching of the lips. A snaffle bit may be used if a curb bit is not desired. It is entirely
in keeping with less formal turnouts, according to Ryder. A jointed driving snaffle, as used by
many Amish, may be adequate for the some ordinary driving purposed. However, most driving
experts prefer a double ring, broken snaffle, usually referred to as a Wilson Snaffle. A check bit
is a secondary bit, use solely with a checkrein. An over check bit is a slender, straight, or maybe
slightly mullen mouthed, bit. A bridoon is similar, but a jointed bit. Check bits should be held in
place with thin carrying straps, attached to the upper buckles of the check pieces. They are
used to reduce his peripheral vision, thus limiting his ability to see objects at his sides and
behind him. The blinders are sewn to cheek pieces at the sides of the face, and to straps joined
together in the middle of the face. The piece on the face then continues and is attached to a
buckle in the center of the crown piece. This assembly is sometimes referred to as a Blinker or
Winker Stay. Blinders may have several shapes, such as Square, Dee, Round, or Hatchet.
Square with rounded corners or Dee shapes are typically used on a pleasure driving harness
with a two wheeled vehicle. The brow band is a strap that runs across the forehead, above the
eyes, and in front of the ears. It may be embellished with some sort of metal decoration that
matches the rest of the harness hardware. The brow band usually ends with a rosette that is
attached to the crown piece. The combined length of the crown piece and brow band must be
such that the ears are free from chaffing. A checkrein is a short rein, running from a separate
check or bridoon bit, to a hook on the harness saddle. It is used to prevent a horse from
lowering his head. It may be one of two types: an over check or a side check. An over check is a
single rein running from the saddle, passing through a slot in the crown piece. It is split on the
face of the horse before going to each side of the bit. Over checks are not allowed in most ADS
sanctioned events. However, they are acceptable, even required, in some breed shows.
Although side checks are accepted by ADS, most people train to drive without the need or use
of a checkrein. It is usually twisted flat. If not, more severe curb action will be created. This
would allow the shanks of the bit to be rotated to an angle of about 45o with the line of the face
before the curb action becomes effective. Cheek pieces may be plain or more typically, support
blinders. The upper end is buckled to the crown piece. The lower end consists of a buckle and
billet for attaching the bit. Cheek pieces may have boxed keeps of a tooled design or plain
keepers. It usually ends with two billets on each side, one for attaching the cheek pieces, and
the other for the throatlatch. The crown piece may also have Dees sewn on each side to support
side checkreins. The face drop is purely a decorative piece that sits on the forehead of the
horse and is attached to the center buckle on the crown piece. It may also help to keep the
mouth shut, depending on its length and position. The noseband is joined by a buckle beneath
the jaw, on the left side of a single harness. In some cases, the noseband might be joined on
both sides of the jaw. The height of a noseband may sometimes be varied by being connected
with separate carrying straps, fastened to the upper buckles of the cheek pieces. The noseband,
or at least some variation the noseband, is often called a cavesson on a riding bridle. The
throatlatch is a strap that passes under the throat of the horse and buckles to billets at each
side of the crown piece. The throatlatch should be fastened tight enough to prevent the horse
from throwing or rubbing the bridle off. A free space of about the width of two fingers may be a
good starting point for proper adjustment. This was written to help reduce some of the
confusion that exists in the multiple nomenclatures of various harness parts. It is a
consolidation of names and descriptions copied, paraphrased, or edited from a variety of
sources. The ultimate description of these terms is slanted towards a single, lightweight driving
horse, harnessed according to ADS guidelines. Backstrap, Turnback to fold back The backstrap
connects the crupper to a Dee on the back of the saddle. Backpad See Saddle. Billet, Point,
Tongue A billet seems to be the term given to the strap end or point, punched with holds, which
is fastened into a buckle. Breast Plate Breast Plate is used by some to describe a breast collar.
Breeching The breeching is a wide strap that passes around the hindquarters of a horse in
harness. Breeching Straps, Holdback Straps, Quarter Straps Breeching straps are straps that
run from the ring on the breeching to the shafts. Choke Strap A choke strap is defined, like a
false martingale, as a strap that runs between the front legs of the horse, from the bellyband to
the collar. Come â€” Get Come and Get are verbal cues that may be used to assist a driving

horse in turning. Coupling Rein A coupling rein is the shorter of a pair-horse driving rein.
Crupper A crupper is the harness piece that secures the saddle from the rear. Doubletree,
Evener A doubletree is a bar used to harness two horses to a carriage or other vehicle. Also see
Whiffletree Draft Rein A draft rein is the longer of the pair-horse driving reins. False Martingale,
Breast Plate, Choke Strap A false martingale is a strap that runs between the front legs of the
horse, from the girth to the collar. Girth A girth is a band or strap placed around the belly of a
horse for securing a saddle, etc. Hame Straps Hames straps are leather straps that connect the
hames together at the top and bottom. Lazy Straps Lazy straps are leather straps that connect
to the rings in the end of the breeching. Martingale A martingale is a strap that runs between the
front legs of the horse, from the bellyband to the bridle. Near Side The near side is the left side
of a horse. The term may have originated from the fact that a wagoner usually walked on the left
side of his team. Thus, the left side of the horse was always nearest to his side. Also see Off
Side. Neck Strap The neck strap is the support for a breast collar. Neck Yoke A neck yoke is a
bar usually wooden fastened to the collars of a pair of horses. Neck Yoke Straps Neck yoke
straps are strong leather straps that connect the ends of a neck yoke to the collar of each horse
in a pair. Off Side The off side of a horse is his right side. Also see Near Side. Pole, Tongue A
pole is usually a wood member that runs between a pair of horses, from the front axle of a
carriage to the head of the horses. Pole Crab A pole crab may refer to different metal ends used
to fasten horses to the pole. Pole Strap, Pole Piece A pole strap is a leather strap used to
connect a horse, in double harness, to the front end of a pole. Quarter Straps I have seen the
term quarter strap confusingly used synonymously for both a hip strap and the breeching strap.
Reins, Lines, Ribbons Reins are straps fastened to a bit and are used to direct and control a
horse. Singletree, Whiffletree, Whippletree, Swivel tree, Swingle tree A Singletree is a pivoting
wooden bar on a vehicle to which the traces are attached. Also see Whiffletree Shafts, Thills,
Fills Shafts are the two, shaped, traditionally wooden pieces that extend from the front of a
carriage
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. Shaft Wraps, Wraps Straps, and Tie Downs Shaft wraps refer to a bellyband having a buckle
and long billet on each end. Spares Kit A spares kit is a recommended assembly of spare parts
and tools that may be carried on a horse drawn vehicle to assist with a break down or accident.
Team A team is usually considered to be two or more animals working together, especially
pulling a vehicle or agricultural equipment. Terrets Terrets are metal rings attached to the
harness saddle, hames, or neck strap. Traces Traces are straps connecting a breast collar, or
hames on a neck collar, to some device, usually the singletree on a vehicle. Trace Carrier Trace
carrier is a term used to describe a loose strap that goes around a shaft, about half way
between the shaft tug and the singletree. Hame or trace tugs are short buckle-fitted straps, used
to attach the traces to the hames. Turnout Turnout is the term used to describe the complete
horse drawn assembly. Whip 1 Open tug and billet with Bellyband.

